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NOTATION 

x, y, z...*** Rectangular coordinates* 

</xp <7^., .......Normal stresses on planes perpendicular to x and y axes. 

Txy, Tyjj..... .Shearing stresses parallel to y and x axes on the 

planes perpendicular to x and y axes. 

Nx#- Ny...... • .Normal forces on planes perpendicular to x and y axes. 

Nxy*' %£«.....Shear forces parallel to y and x axes on the planes 

perpendicular to x and y axes. 

Qx, Qy.». Shear forces parallel z axis on the planes parpen* 

KJJ* My-**- 

^xy» Myx 

U, V, w, 

U, V, w, 

^x» €y» 

xy*‘ 

dicular to x and y axes* 

Moments due to normal stresses on planes perpendicular 

to x and y axes* 

Moments due to shear stresses parallel to y and x 

axes on planes perpendicular to x and y axes* 

Displacements parallel to x, y# and z axes. 

Dimensionless displacements v/&, v/a, and w/a 

Unit strains in x and y directions* 

Unit shear strain between xz and yz planes* 

E.........••••Modulus of elasticity in tension and compression. 

#.••••••••••••Poisson's ratio* 

h***......*.*.Wall thickness. 

a.**.*..**••••Mid-surface radius* 

p. •••••• Pressure. 

X, X, Z.......External forces parallel to x, y* and z axes. 



Xf Y, Z..Dimensionless external forces a(l«^) X/fehj 

a(lTt^) Y/^lh, and a(l-f£) Z/Sh* 

x, r,^...*..••Cylindrical coordinates* 

Partial derivatives with respect to x are indicated by 

prime (i.0.1 u') and with respect to y by a dot (i*e*s u*)*« 
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INTRODUCTION 

Of all the types of pressure vessels in use, straight cylindri¬ 

cal vessels are probably the type most frequently encountered* Cylin¬ 

drical vessels are usually classified as thick or thin-walled cylinders 

depending upon whether the ratio of their wall thickness to their in¬ 

side diameter is greater or less than one-tenth. 

The first classification results in a vessel with a non-linear 

stress distribution across its wall section while the second is 

assumed to have a linear stress distribution across its wall section. 

The state of stress in plain, straight cylindrical pressure vessels, 

in both classifications, has been understood for many years. , 

However, since such a vessel is of little use without inlets or 

outlets, they are further classified as cylindrical vessels with out¬ 

lets (or inlets) small or large in diameter compared to the diameter 

of the vessel itself. These openings cause a discontinuity in the 

state of stress in the main vessel in the immediate vicinity of the 

openings. It has been found that this local disturbance, or higher 

stress region, diminishes rapidly to zero effect at distances which 

are dependent upon the size and location of the openings. Within 

limitations it may then be said that the larger the opening the 

greater the disturbance to the over-all state of stress will be. 

Since vessels with small openings are more commonly used, the 

local effect of small openings has been investigated experimentally 

in the past to the extent that there have been, in general, satis- 

1A 1° 
factory design codes or formulas developed for the reinforcement 

A Numbers indicate reference in bibliography at end of thesis. 
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of the main vessel wall in the region of the small opening to compen¬ 

sate for its local effect* This statement does not apply to vessels 

with large openings. The results of previous investigators, 

using experimental techniques to gain information about the effect 

of large openings, have been too limited to extend to general 

application* 

Interest in this problem was stimulated by the similarity of 

a blow-out preventer body, used in oil well drilling operations, to 

a straight relatively thick-walled cylindrical pressure vessel with 

two outlets diametrically opposite and approximately the same diameter 

as the main vessel* It is evident that the vessel just described is 

essentially equivalent to a pipe cross, and that if the state of 

stress in a pipe cross could be defined analytically, it would pro¬ 

vide at least a first approximation to the stresses developed in the 

blow-out preventer body described above, neglecting the local effects 

due to short-necked, flanged outlets^ 

Due to the symmetry of a pipe cross (all four arms being iden¬ 

tical), the problem becomes one of determining the state of stress 

in a single long cylindrical vessel tilth special end conditions at 

one end (the junction of the four arms)* These special end condi¬ 

tions lead to high local stress conditions, at that end, which 

diminish rapidly along the length of the cylinder and evolve into 

the well defined unifomn stress conditions of a straight cylindrical 

vessel* 
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ANALYTIC APPROACH 

Since the analytical solution for special end conditions in a 

thick-walled cylinder i3 very complicated due to the variation of 

stress across the wall section (i.e.t 3 dimensional stress distribu¬ 

tion) , the analytical solution may be simplified by assuming a linear 

stress distribution across the wall section (i.e.t 2 dimensional 

stress distribution) , and seeking a solution based on cylindrical 

A 
shell theory. Also in order to simplify the analytical solution, it 

is necessary to neglect any externally applied bending and torsional 

forces* The resulting solution would then be valid, that is theo¬ 

retically exact, for stresses resulting from internal pressure only. 

The partial differential equations of equilibrium for the 

general deformation of a cylindrical shell in terms of displacements 

4,8,11 
are available from several sources and are again derived in 

Appendix A. Second order terms involving one-twelfth of the square 

of the ratio of the wall thickness to the mid-surface radius of the 

shell, which are usually neglected, have not been neglected in the 

derivation in Appendix A, since it would be desirable to apply the 

resulting solution to a relatively thick-walled cylindrical vessel* 

This fact will explain any differences which may be noted between 

equations 16, 17, and 18 in Appendix A and other sources. 

These equations form a set of linear simultaneous equations. 

The general solution to these equations is then the sum of the 

general solution for the homogeneous case and a special solution for 

the non-hamogeneous case. 

A The general theory of thin shells vas first fully developed 
by A.E.H. Love.® 
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Using a separation of variable technique, assume solutions for 

the homogeneous case of these equilibrium equations (i.e* < 
- - - A 
X = Y = Z = 0) of the following form! 

u « U(x) cos m$> , v « V(x) sin m$> , 

and w « W(x) cos m<P 

where U, V, and W are functions of x only* 
M 

Since v represents a circumferential displacement, it may be shown 

by considerations of symmetry that when <P is measured as indicated 

in Fig* 1, m can take on the value of zero'and even positive integers 

only* 

Since the high local stresses tend to die out rapidly along the 

x axis, assume the following exponential functions of 2 for U, V, and 

U(x) =Ae'*Si V$) =Be'**, u(a) = Ce ^* 

A See page 1 for notation* 
AA See Fig* Al, page A2* 
AAA The solutions of exponential decaygfor cylindrical shells 

were first developed by K* Miesel* 
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where A, B, and C are arbitrary constants* Substitution of these 

assumed solutions into the equilibrium equations and simplification 

yields the following equations $ 

At A2-! m2^2)(l + *)(l - f£)J + BCm(3/2)(l + M 

+ CIp A - « m2(l/2)(l - ft) A - *d33 « 0 (1) 

AC^n(V2)(l + + B[(3/2)(l - **).(! + 3 °<) A 2- nrl 

' +Cpn(l/2H3 -M) A2-m3«0 (2) 

A[- * #+ ^ * * m2(l/2)(l - /*) A3 + BCm - * m(3/2)(3 - A23 

+ CO* <*4-2 «< m2 a2+ 1 + *(Hffl4 - 2m2)] ~ 0 (3) 

This is a set of homogeneous equations in A, B, and G and can 

have a non-trivial solution only if the determinant formed by the 

coefficients of A, B, and C vanishes* When xjritten out and simplified, 

this determinant has the following fora; 

^m + Cml 4m + cm2 ^m * ^ 4m + ^4 “ 0 (a) 

where m takes on values of zero and all even integers; •••« 0^4 

are constants dependent on the physical dimensions of the cylindrical 

shell; Poisson's ratio for the material; and the value of m. For 

each value of m there is a corresponding unique eighth order linear 

homogeneous equation in which defines the eigen values for a 

solution to exist* The eight roots of each of these equations are 

the eigen values* 
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Using the physical dimensions and Poisson's ratio for the experi¬ 

mental test model to be discussed later and values of m up to ten, the 

numerical values of the constants, Cmi ••• (^4 have been calculated 

and are tabulated in Table I of Appendix B. The roots of the result¬ 

ing six equations for m ~ 0 through m = 10 have been determined and 

are tabulated in Table II of Appendix B. The trial solution for U(S) 

then has the following form* 

U(x) « 21 
& = 0,2, ••!() 
3 * 1,2,..8 

where ^ takes on the values of the roots of the six equations in 

as indicated above# 

Since the only solutions of interest are those solutions which 

decrease with x, all of the arbitrary constants, Amj, which correspond 

to values which have positive real parts are taken to be zero# 

The remaining roots, with non-zero coefficients, A^, 

have the following foim* 

where and are positive real numbers# Applying Euler's 

equation, 

e-a^ # as e^^cos hoc + i sin IS), 

results in the possibility of combining certain terms of U(x)# When 

these combinations are made and simplified the following form of 

U(x) results* 

U(x) = 21 (Anj cos Ifejx + sin ^x) 
m = 0,2,4-, ###10 
3 = 1,2 

(4) 
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where * (\l + and Vl * <Aml * Am2> etc* 

The same consideration and simplification lead to the following 

similar expressions for V(x) and W(x)s 

V(x) * X e"8®3* cos + ^5 sin \jx) (5) 

m = 0y2jt< *10 
3*1,2 

W(x) * 2. 6 (°mj cos \j*+ °mj sin (6) 

si •• 0^2|o«10 
3 = 1,2 

As noted above, equations 1, 2, and 3 form a set of homogeneous 

linear equations in A^, B^, and and therefore, there must be 

a fixed, relationship between these constants. Since Bjmj, 

etc. are various combinations of A^, Bj,^, and C^, respectively, 

there is then a fixed relationship between Bm3# Cmj, etc., 

which Is dependent on the relationship between A^, B^j, and G^, 

(i.e.* two of them may be written in terms of the third). These 

relationships have been determined and are tabulated in Table III 

of Appendix B* They have the following form* 

Am3 “ ^mj * ^ 

cm3 * ^*m3 + d ^n3^ Bm3 

where (fmj -4= i is the conventional notation for a complex 

number. 

When these relationships between constants have been incorporated 
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in equations 4, 5, and 6, those equations may be rewritten in the 

following format 

m as 2#4m.l0 
5 • 3 = 1*2 

+ sin * ^3 c°s \3s>3 (7) 

V(x) • 21 e“%3X (E^ cos + sin \$*)» (8) 
m * 2|4|n#10 
3 * 1,2 

W(x) = e SoX [I0 (f0 cos bQx - sin bQx) 

These expressions for ^(Sc), V(3E), and W(S), when multiplied by 

cos , sin m$P , and cos mj? , respectively, yield the desired 

general solution to the homogeneous case of the equilibrium equations* 

Consider now the non-homogeneous case of the equilibrium equa¬ 

tions* X, 7, and Z are dimensionless external forces acting on a 

differential element (h'dx'dy) per unit area of the mid-surface in 

the x, y, and z directions, respectively* X and 7 correspond to 

longitudinal^ and torsional forces, respectively, applied to the 

m ** 2,4,.*«10 
3-1,2 

(9) 

A 

1 
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surface of the cylindrical shell, and both are therefore taken to be 

aero* S3 is the dimensionless pressure acting and is a constant for 

constant pressure, 

or Z » Z0 a £Wh)- 0/2)1 (i -M) <P/fe>* 

Assume a special solution of the following fora* 

u(x) » Ax + B , v(x) - Cx 4* D , w(x) Gx + F 

where A, B, ••••• F are arbitrary constants* The constants B and D 

represent rigid displacements and'are therefore taken to be zero* 

C represents a torque that depends on S, but the torque at x - 00 

is equal to zero* Therefore, G is taken to be zero* 

Substitution of these special solutions into the general equilib- 
* ' 

rium equations then yields the following results*- 

G « 0, and fJtk + (1 +■«) F « Z0 « CMO - (V2)3 (1 - A*)(p/S)* (10) 

It is apparent that another equation involving the constants A and F 

is required if they are to have uniquely* determined values* It is 

obtained by considering the stress in the x direction* 

At any section sufficiently remote from the ends the stress in 

the 5 direction is uniformly distributed across the wall of the shell* 

a 
or cfjj - R/t(d<j/di) •» 13 = 1*226 53 p 

where (d^d^) is the ratio of the outside diameter to the inside 

diameter of the shell, and the physical dimensions of the test model 

are used* However, by Hooke,s Law the stress is proportional to the 

strain, so 

* CB/(1 - !&)3 (A + *4?) « 1*226 53 P (11) 
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Solving equations 10 and 11 simultaneously yields the follow** 

ings 

A « (*523773, and F » (l.69943)p/fe* 

Adding the final form of tho special solution for the nor^-homogeneous 

case to the general solution for the homogeneous case results in the 

following general solution for the three general equilibrium equations 

for a thin cylindrical shell under internal pressure* 

<p) - *5237736(po^) + e aoS (A0 cos bQx + A* sin bQx) 

+ 21 (cos nf) o (^j 00s sin 1^5) 

m s 2,4,♦••10 
. '3 =1,2 V /••l ' ■ 

+ Bmj (fmJ sin + ^n3 cos (12) 

«W 

v(x,p) = 21 <sin e’%3x (Bm3 cos bffi3x + ^ sin t^x), (13) 

m ® 2|4|(**10 

3 » 1,2 

X 
T*(V) = l.699432(p/E) + e 0 (fQ cos bqx - gb sin box) I 

+ A0 (fQ sin b0x + g, cos b0x)3 

+ 21 (cos mf) e"***3* (i^ cos t^x - ^ sin t^x) 
m ® 2,4,•••10 

i *1,2 

%3 WnJ sin tfajX + cos l%,jx)3. (14) 

The constants appearing in this general solution mayh now be 

adjusted to fit the boundary conditions for a cylinder with special 

end conditions which coincide with the conditions that exist at the 
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junction of the four arms of a pipe cross# It is clear that due to 

symmetry it is sufficient to consider the junction of only one quad¬ 

rant of one arm with the adjoining quadrant of a sebond arm as in- . 

dicated in Fig.’ B1 of Appendix B« 

Any point which forms a part of the junction of the two quadrants 

is common to both,' and therefore, the displacement of that point when 

determined from either quadrant must be the same* This leads to 

three conditions, one of which is identically satisfied (see Appendix 

B). The other two are* 

v(^,cos^j coaf + w(^,cos^) sin$P = 0 (15) 

u( $P,cos f) + v(^,cos sin <p -w(^, coaf) cos^ = 0 (16) 

where S » cos f and £ <f> <J 0. A third condition is obtained 

1 

by assuming that the angle formed by the tangent planes to the sur¬ 

face of each quadrant at any given point of their junction is unchanged 

when the surfaces are deflected. Bess rigorously stated, it is 

assumed that the angle between two arms is preserved in the region 

immediately adjacent to their junction. This assumption leads to 

the condition that 

p?* (x,^)3 sln^ 4* Cv* (x,^)3 cos 5 0 
(je=cos<P) (3-cos (17) 

for-m/2 <| - 0* (see Appendix B) 

Since there are only a finite number of constants that may be 

adjusted to the boundary conditions, the boundary conditions cannot 

be satisfied exactly. However, the boundary conditions can be satis¬ 

fied approximately and the constants can be determined by numerical 

methods 
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Two more convenient, equivalent equations are obtained from the 

first two boundary condition equations by first adding equations 15 

and 16 together and then by subtracting equation 16 multiplied by 

Cos^from equation 15 multiplied by sin^ . The resulting forms are* 

Tl(<P ,cos^) sinjP + v( jP,cos ^ ) £ 0 (18) 

<P ,C03 Q) - u( $P,cos 0) cosf£ 0 (19) 

If the general solutions for U, F, and w are substituted into 

boundary equations-17, 18, and 19 at a finite number of boundary 

points, the final result is a set of linear simultaneous equations 

in terms of (p^S) and constants of integration. The solution of 

this set of simultaneous equations xri.ll yield numerical values of 

the constants of integration. The substitution of these values into 

the general solutions for u, v, and w, will result in expresions for 

the displacements of a mid-surface point which satisfy the general 

equilibrium equations exactly and satisfy the boundary conditions 

approximately. The degree to which the boundary conditions are satis¬ 

fied depends upon the location and number of boundary points satisfied 

exactly. It should be noted here that when <P ** 0 two of the boundary 

conditions are identically satisfied which leaves only one constant 
be 

of integration that may^ad justed at that boundary point. Further 

discussion of the adjustment of the constants of integration to fit 

the boundary conditions will be found tinder CONCLUSIONS. 

After the expressions for the displacements of a mid-surface point 

are obtained, the strains at any point of the pipe cross could be ca- 

eulated by using the equations for strain in terms of mid-surface 
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displacements (See equations 13, 14, and 15, page A13). The 

stresses could then be calculated by the usual stress-strain ve~ 

lations* 

The analytical approach proposed above was presented using 

the physical constants of the experimental test model in order to 

clearly illustrate the numerical methods involved* A complete 

theoretical solution was not calculated for reasons which are 

discussed later* 

t 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

Ah experimental model was designed and Streascoat and strain 

gage techniques were used in an effort to determine the state of 

stress of a relatively thick walled pipe cross subjected to inter¬ 

nal hydrostatic.pressure} 

The design of the test model was influenced by several factors 

which would render the resulting information useful in an existing 

application of a cross* First it was deoided that the wall thick¬ 

ness to mid-surface radius ratio should be approximately one to three* 

In order to obtain, as nearly as possible, uniform physical properties 

of the material^ the model was made from a one piece casting* Alumi¬ 

num was selected as the material so that measurable strains would 

occur at relatively low test pressures. The arms were made approxi¬ 

mately three diameters long so that any local stress concentrations 

at the ends xjould not influence the stress distribution in the region 

being investigated* Fillets were kept to a minimum to duplicate 

theoretical conditions as nearly as possible* In order to obtain a 

wall thickness as uniform as possible, the inside diameters had to be 

machined, and therefore the over-all dimensions of the cross had to 

be limited* The detail drawings from which the model was made and 

machined are shown in illustrations 1 and 2* 

The end fittings were steel plugs with straight threads and 

rubber "0” ring seals* This arrangement was made to minimize local 

end stresses* The average outside diameter as cast was 6*063 inches 

in the critical region and varied from 6*041 to 6*110 inches, which 
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was a greater variation than was desired but is consistant with 

commercial casting tolerances. After machining the inside diameters, 

which varied less than .002 of an inch in diameter, the average wall 

thickness was .795 of an inch in the critical region and varied, 

approximately, from .770 to .835 of an inch. Accurate measure¬ 

ments of the wall thickness were difficult to make due to the geom¬ 

etry of the test model* For this reason the wall thickness measure¬ 

ments were considered accurate only to the nearest .005 of an inch. 

After the test model was assembled, it was then proof tested to 

2,000 psi internal hydrostatic pressure. The procedure used for this 

test was to increase the pressure from zero in increments and to take 

micrometer measurements of the outside diameter across two sets of 

gage points, located at.critical points, to insure that the elastic • 

limit of the material was not exceeded. 

A Stresscoat test was then made to determine the location and 

direction of the critical, maximum principal strain and the directions 

of the principal strains for all other points. This test was made 

primarily to gain qualitative information to be used in locating and 

orienting SR-4 strain gages rather than to gain quantitative informa¬ 

tion. However, calibration bars were prepared and adequate informa¬ 

tion was recorded to permit the Stresscoat data to be analysed at some 

future date for quantitative results, if desired. 

Illustrations 3 and 4 show the isoentatic lines, lines of equal 

strain,on the front and back side of the model respectively. These 

lines xiere traced on the test model with a grease pencil during the 
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test to denote the extent of the spread of the cracks as the pressure 

was Increased up to 2,000 psi* Illustration 5 is a photograph of the 

back side taken with the model turned about 45° • 

The lacquer coat was then etched with a red-dye etchant so that 

the principal stress trajectories, isostatics, could be seen more 

clearly# Illustrations 6 through 10 are photographs, which were taken 

with the model in several different positions, show the isostatic 

lines quite clearly* it was noted that they formed a very symmetri¬ 

cal pattern# In order to obtain a fully developed stress pattern at 

2,000 psi, it was necessary to sensitize the brittle coat by sponging 

it with cold water while the load was applied# 

Using the Stresscoat pattern as a guide, thirty-two points on 

the surface of the model were selected as points at which quantitative 

strain measurements were desired, and their locations from a fixed 

reference point were recorded# The maximum principal strain direc¬ 

tion at each point was then determined, where possible, by measuring 

the angle formed by the isostatic line and the generatrix of the 

cylindrical shell intersecting at that point# These angular measure¬ 

ments were made at several corresponding points on different arms and 

were estimated to have an accuracy of plus or minus two degrees# 

Since the Stresscoat pattern formed hy the isostatic lines was very 

symmetrical, the principal strain directions obtained from the above 

measurements were taken to be sufficiently accurate to justify the 

use of only two strain gages, properly oriented, at any given point# 

At the points where the principal strain directions could not be 
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determined from the Stresscoat pattern, three individual gages wore 

used to form a standard 45° rosette. Although the isoentatic lines, 

shown in illustrations 3 and 4, indicated that quantitatively perfect 

symmetry did not exist, the stresses at any two corresponding points 

on different arms were taken to he equal. This permitted the use of 

strain measurements obtained from individual gages located at corres¬ 

ponding points on different arms to calculate the principal stresses 

at any given point. This procedure was justified by the argument 

that, since the stress field had a relatively high stress gradient, 

the error introduced by assuming complete symmetry would result in 

less total error than would have been introduced by placing two or 

three gages as near the physical points as possible. Also, the 

number of points would have been reduced due to space limitations 

on a single arm of the cross. 

The procedures used for preparing the surface of the model and 

locating, glueing, and drying the gages are outlined in Appendix G. 

It should be noted that special precautions were taken to insure that 

the gages were kept free of moisture. Illustration 11 is a photograph 

of the model with the gages applied, and it is included here to shew 

the general location of the gages. A total of 66 gages were used - 

64 active and 2 temperature compensating gages. Two different types 

of SR-4 electrical resistance strain gages were used. Type A-8, l/8M 

active gage length, gages were used at points in the highest stress 

gradient and limited space region, and type A-7, l/4” active gage 

length, gages were used at all remaining points. A separate ground 
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lead was used for each gage, and all leads were made the same length* 

Each gage circuit was checked for defective connections with a port¬ 

able Wheatstone bridge prior to the application of a load* 

Using a twenty channel SR*4 bridge balancing unit and a SR-4, 

Type L, strain indicator, strain measurements were taken for each 

point, at each load, as the load was increased in 200 psi increments 

from 0 to 2,000 psig* Since a twenty channel terminal unit was used, 

it was necessary to laid the model three different times to obtain a 

.complete set of measurements* However, with few exceptions, strain 

measurements for the same point were taken during the same loading* 

Illustrations 11, 12, and 13 are photographs of the test model and the 

equipment used* 

Using the method of least squares, the linear function of apparent 

strain in terms of load was determined for each gage*^ The maximum 

average error between the observed and calculated apparent strain 

was, using the linear function, approximately 3/2 per cent of the 

observed value at a load of 2,000 psi* The apparent strain for a 

load of 2,000 psi was then calculated for each gage. These apparent 

strains were corrected for transverse sensitivity, and the resulting 

true strains were used to compute the principal stresses at each 

point for a 2,000 psi load. (See Appendix C)* 

A See pp* 58-60 of reference 7* 
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Illustration 12 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The principal stresses calculated at each point for a load of 

2,000 psig internal pressure are given in Table I. These principal 

stresses are also indicated in Fig. 2 oh the developed quadrant of 

one arm# 

The maximum principal stress occurs at point 2 instead of at 

point 1 as was expected* Although this could be correct, it is 

probable that the small difference Is due to experimental error and 

the maximum principal stress actually occurs nearer point 1, the 

mid-point of the cross* Due to symmetry, only one gage was used 

at the mid-point* and therefore the stress at that point was subject 

to greater error than the stresses at surrounding points at tjhich 

45°- star rossettes were used. 

In any event, the stresses at points 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 clearly 

indicate that the highest surface stresses occur in a slightly dis¬ 

torted square area about the mid-point which conforms very closely 

to the square Stresscoat pattern of Illustration 7* The bulging of 

the cross about the middle, where it has the least support, causes 

bending stresses in this square area which are considerably higher 

than the hoop stresses that occur in a plain straight pipe. Compar¬ 

ing the maximum bending stress to the hoop stress calculated by 

Lame's formula leads to a stress concentration factor of approxi¬ 

mately 2.6. 

It is interesting to note that the minimum principal stresses 

at same points are very low. At points 10, 11, and 14, the 
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minimum principal stresses are actually compressive stresses which 

indicates that the reverse bending stresses exceed the longitudinal 

stresses in the vicinity of these three points* The bulging of the 

cross in the vicinity of the mid-point produces reverse bending 

stresses in the same manner that reverse bending stresses are pro¬ 

duced in a simple besm with fixed ends when it is loaded* 

Note also that the maximum principal stresses at points 23 

through 29 vary from hoop stresses to longitudinal stresses which 

is in agreement with the interrupted Stresscoat pattern shown in 

Illustrations 9 and 10* The direction of the principal stresses at 

points 27 and 28, and the variation in the principal stresses of 

points approximately on the same generatrices indicates that the 

high local stresses do not die out smoothly, but tend to fluctuate* 

This fluctuation of stresses along the longitudinal axis is analogus 

to the fluctuation of stresses along the length of a long beam carry¬ 

ing a concentrated load and supported by an elastic foundation* 

Also, the high local stresses do not diminish as rapidly in the test 

model as was anticipated from thin shell theory* 

Although the stresses on the outside surface near the crotch of 

the cross were found to be low, it is probable that, due to the nature 

of the bulging, the bending stresses on the inside surface at the 

crotch are quite high* However, since measurements of strains on 

the inside surface were beyond the scope of this investigation, this 

is a matter of conjecture* 
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TABES 1 4 

Point 
No. 

X 
inches radians 

<,max. 
psi 

^min. 
psi 

0 
degrees 

1 0 1.571 12,130 12,130 - 

2 •50 1.406 12,900 10,500 79 

3 1.00 1.406 11,200 9,110 85 

4 1.00 1.284 10,700 10,500 70 

5 1.50 1.156 8,370 6,400 69 

6 2.00 1.571 8,770 4,020 90 

7 4.00 1.571 6,450 265 90 

8 6.00 1.571 4,380 596 90 

9 2,00 1.284 5,600 924 80 

10 3.50 1.284 5,630 -140 91 

11 3.00 1.113 5,370 -104 88 

12 5.oo 1.113 4,580 478 101 

33 2.25 .943 5,830 1,720 75 

14 3.75 .899 3,860 -451 97 

15 6.25 .943 4,450 1,520 106 

16 245 422 5,000 303 78 

17 5.25 

CM
 

CM
 # 3,7oo 1,275 113 

18 4.00 .535 2,990 502 102 

19 7.00 .535 4,130 2,460 118 

A See Fig* Bl, arm No* 1, for the origin of the x and <? location 
coordinates, a is the counter-clockwise angle between the 
principal stress direction and the generatrix passing through 
the point* 
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TABLE 1 (confd.) 

Point x ^Biax. <*inln. 0 
No* Inches radians psi* j psi. degrees 

20 3.25 •440 3,310 251 85 

21 5.75 .341 3,420 1,950 137 

22 4.50 .239 2,450 i,43P 124 

23 3.50 0 2,230 766 90 

24 4.25 0 1,890 1,490 90 

25 5.00 0 2,720 2,340 0 

26 5.75 0 3,110 2,600 0 

27 6*50 0 3,520 3,420 9° 

28 7.50 0 3,900 3,110 90 

29 9*00 0 3,710 2,110 90 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A thick walled pressure vessel with the configuration of a pip9 

cross subjected only to internal pressure has an outside surface 

stress concentration factor of approximately 2*6 based on Lamefs 

formula* The maximum stress on the outside surface occurs near the 

mid-point of the cross. The stress on the outside surface fluctuates 

as it diminishes along the longitudinal axis of the arms, and it 

seems to diminish more slowly than stresses in thin walled cylinders* 

The stresses are distributed in a complicated manner and vary from 

tension to compression as shown in Fig* 2* The maximum principal 

stress direction varies throughout the region of high stress near 

the mid-point of the cross* Near the crotch the stresses are 

appreciably lower. 

The scope of this investigation has been limited* In order to 

gain a good practical understanding of the stress distribution in a 

pipe cross from experimental investigation, an exhaustive program of 

tests would have to be carried out* An unreinforced test model with 

arms at least six diameters long should be used, and bending, torsional, 

and longitudinal loads as well as internal pressure should be applied 

to the model in combinations and individually* Strain measurements 

should be made on the internal and the external surface for each 

loading condition* 

Based on the results of such tests reinforced models could be 

designed and subjected to the same tests. Following this, empirical 

design formulas could then be developed* 
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Such a program would require extensive facilities, funds, and 

man«»hours, and therefore it is not likely to be looked upon as a 

practical approach to solving the problem* 

An alternative program would be to first complete the analytical 

approach proposed here and verify the solution by conducting a 

thorough experimental test on a single model* After the solution 

obtained from this theoretically exact approach is verified, a sim¬ 

plified approximate solution could be developed* This approximate 

solution could be verified by testing very few additional experimental 

models with different wall thickness to diameter ratios* If it were 

not verified, one or more different approximate solutions could be 

developed to fit the new test results* These approximate solutions 

could then be used as design formulas* 

The analytic approach was not completed here due to the lack of 

facilities and lime required to adjust the constants of integration 

to the boundary conditions. In order to accurately approximate the 

boundary conditions, it is believed that at least 22 constants of in¬ 

tegration must be adjusted to fit the boundary* This requires the 

solution of 22 linear simultaneous equations* These equations could 

be solved readily with an electronic computer or I *B*M. equipment* 
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APPENDIX A 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WHICH DEFINE THE 

GENERAL DEFORMATION OF A CYLINDRICAL SHELLA 

Consider a differential element cut out of a cylindrical shell 

by two adjacent axial planes and by two adjacent planes normal to the 

axis of the cylindrical shell as shown in Fig, 1, 

Take the radius of the mid-surface of the shell, the average of 

the inside radius and the outside radius, to be a and the wall thick¬ 

ness of the shell to be h, (It may be shown that the mid-surface of 

a shell is not necessarily the neutral surface). Locate the origin 

of the rectangular coordinate system, x, y, z at the point 0 of the 

mid-surface of the element as shown in Fig, A1 such that the x axis 

coincides with an element of the mid-surface, the z axis is a radial 

line normal to the mid-surface, and the y axis is tangent to the mid¬ 

surface at the point 0, The arrows indicate the direction to be 

taken as the positive directions. 

The forces and moments acting on this element, as indicated 

in Figs, A3 and A4 respectively, are due to the stresses distributed 

over the faces of the element and may therefore be expressed in terms 

of those stresses. Consider the infinitesimal layer dz thick and at 

a distance z from the mid-surface as shown in Fig, A2, The infi¬ 

nitesimal normal force, per unit length of the mid-surface, acting 

on this layer in the x direction is 

<*xdy2dz/dym « ^x(a+z)d^ dz/ad^ - ^ [l+(z/a)]dz. 

A The general theory of thin shell was first fully developed by 
A.E.H, Love, Also, see references 4 and 11, 
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The sum of all such forces from z — -h/2 to z = h/2 is equal to the 

normal force acting on the face of the differential element in the x 

direction* Similar considerations and the neglection of higher 

order terms lead to the following equations which define the forces 

and moments acting on the faces of the differential element in terms 

of stresses! 

1/2 
Nxs J <^cCl+(z/a)3dz , 

-1/2 

1/2 

1/2 
ttjjy = J TjjyCl+Cs/a^dz , 

-b/2 

1/2 

■ " -1/2 

yfc 
J /faB£l+(z/a)3dz f 

-1/2 

tQ 

v
8 

1 *
 

« - J i^l+(z/d)3 zdz , 
-1/2 

1/2 
ML « - J (fjk dz 
y -1/2 y 

1/2 
M^ a - $ <jjy[l+(z/a)3z dz , 

—1/2 

l/2 

[ "V421 

-V2 

It should he noted from the above that although that 

V * !W Also note that all of the above forces and moments are 

per unit length of the mid-surface* 

The element shown in Fig* A2 has sides of length dx in the x 

direction and ad^> in the y direction as measured at the mid-surface 

and extends from <*1/2 to h/2 at all points in the z direction* The 

resulting forces and moments acting on the faces of such a differen¬ 

tial element after deformation are shown in Figs* A3 and A4, 
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respectively. Only the mid-surface is indicated in these figures in 

order to simplify them,’ and as before,- all forces and moments are per 

unit length of the mid-surface.- 

Let X, Y,’ and 2 be the external forces acting on the element per 

unit area of the mid-surface in x,' y,’ and a,- directions, respectively; 

Summing up all of the forces acting in the x direction the following 

equilibrium equation is obtained# 

Njjdy + N^dx dy - H^dy + N^dx 4* N^dy dx - N-^dx + X dx dy = 0 

Cancelling terms and dividing through by dx dy yields 

B’* + »V+X = 0- (2) 

When summing up the forces in the y direction it is seen that in 

addition to the forces that contribute directly in the y direction 

there is also a component of the force (Qy +, Q*ydy) which contributes 

due to the curvature of the element in that direction. Since d^ 

is a very small angle this component may be considered to be 

(dy/a)(Qy + Q*ydy)* The resulting equation in the y direction when 

higher order terms are neglected is 

H*y + N’xy - (Q/a) + Y » 0 . (3) 

Following the same procedure used in the y direction, the re¬ 

sulting equation for the sum of the forces acting in the a direction 

is 

+«>+ <y» -z = ° • (4) 
Using the right hand rule sign convention to sum the moments 

acting about the x axis leads to the following equation* 

- liydx + jyix + M*ydy dx - M^ydy + M^dy + M^dx dy 

- Qydx dy + Q*y(dy)
2dx = 0 
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Cancelling terms, dividing by (dx) (dy), and neglecting higher order 

terms yields the following simplified equations 

M'jy + M*y- Qy = 0 (5) 

The same procedure leads to 

& yx ■*“ M x •' Qx ~ 0 (6) 

as the final simplified egression for the sum of the moments acting 

about the y axis* 

When summing the moments acting about the z axis, it is seen 

that in addition to the moments that contribute directly there is 

also a component of the moment (My^ + M^^dy) which acts about the z 

axis, due to the curvature of the element, which must be considered* 

As before, since df is a very small angle this component may be 

considered to be (Mpj + M’^dy) (dy/a)dx. The sum of the moments 

acting about the z axis is then 

<Nxy + N*xy dy + NVay)dX dy 

+ (I^j + M’yjjdyKdy/aJdx = 0* 

Dividing by (dy) (dx) and neglecting higher order terms leads 

to the following simplified equations 

V*Vi'fV'a) = 0 (r) 
However, when the resultant forces appearing in equation (7) 

are written in terms of stresses [see the defining equations (l)3 

the following identify results* 

h/2 b/2 b/2 
I T [l + (z/a)3ds - 5 T dz - (l/a)J T z dz = 

«h/2 ** -h/2 * »b/2 ** 
0 
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Therefore, since equation (7) is identically satisfied, it will 

yield no further information. 

Equations (5) and (6) are used to obtain expressions of Qy 

and Qx, respectively, in terms of the resultant moments. Substi¬ 

tuting these expressions into equations (3) and (4) and rewriting 

equation (2) results in the following equations* (Note change of 

variable, dy » ad<p ) 

4 + X - 0 

00) + - <4/a) - (l^/a2) + 1 = 0 (8) 

(M^/a) + 4* + <4/a) + (MjT/a2) + (10) - Z « 0 

These three differential equations of equilibrium define the 

general deformation of a cylindrical shell in terms of the result¬ 

ing internal forces and moments. The desired form of these equations 

Is in terms of the displacements of the mid-surface. Assuming that 

the distortion is not affected by the stress in the z direction, <7^, 

and that the distortion occurs in the elastic range, the following 

stress-strain relations exist as a consequence of Hooke's Lain 

= [E/(l-*r)] (exttf6y) , <7y = [E/UTU2)] (£y , 

and ^= 03/2(14^)3 . 

Since the forces and moments appearing in equation (8) are defined in 

terms of stresses by equations (1) and the stresses are defined in 

terms of the unit strains by equations (9)> the desired equilibrium 

equations can be obtained if the unit strains can be expressed in 
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teims of ^displacements of the mid-surface* 

Gall %*-va* 
ant* wa the displacements of a point z, y, z in the 

x* y* and, z directions respectively* Consider the differential ele-n 

ment dx* (a+z )d f * da before and after deformation in the x, y plane 

as shown in Fig* A5» P and A are points of the element before de¬ 

formation and P* and A* are the positions of these points after 

deformation in the x, y plane* Higher order terms being neglected* 

the usual strain relations arei 

a £(dx + u£dx) - dxV<3x = , 
(art-z)d^ + £vg(a+z)d<p /(a+z)3 - (atz)d^ - — ^z)c\# 

(10) 

-r 
- V, £/( a+z) 

':’;'^ay' 

Iuj/(a+z)](a+z)d{P 
(a+zjdjP + Cv’ds/^ - Cug/(a+z)3 + v£ (ll) 

However* as shown in Fig* A6, due to the curvature of the shell* 

a displacement in the z direction leads to an additional strain in the 

y direction* Note that when higher order terms are neglected 

va*/wz sEV^a+z) ■* , or va* • Pi Wg/fa+z), 

Therefore, the additional unit strain in the y direction is 

ey* « ~ Wg/(a+z) , 

gnfl the total unit strain in the y direction becomes 

cy « (v£ + Wa)/(a+z) (12) 

Gall u, v, and w the displacements of a point x, y of the mid¬ 

surface in the x, y, and z directions* respectively* Referring to 

Fig* A7* A is a point of the mid-surface* and P is a point on the line 

normal to the mid-surface at A and is some distance z from A* A* and 
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FIG, A 6 
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FIG, A7 
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P* are the locations of A and P after displacement* Assuming that 

normals remain normal* which is analogous to the ordinary beam theory 

assumption that plane sections remain plane* leads to the following 

relations when higher order quantities are neglected* 

vz •« 0(a+s)/a] • (w*z/a) , = w t 

Since there is no curvature in the x* z plane 

«2 «U« W*Z • ,... 

When these relations are substituted into equations (10)* (11)* 

and (12)* the unit strains expressed in terms of displacements of the 

mid-surfaee are as follows* 

u* - zu" ' 

€y « (v*/a) - [w,# z/a(a+z)3 + tv/(a*z)3 

* [u*/(a+z)3 * C(atz)v*/a3 • w'*zC(l/a)+(Va+z)3. 

Substituting these expressions for unit strain into equations 

(9) leads to the fallowing equations for stress in terms of displace¬ 

ment of the mid-surface* 

=* D/(1*TP?.)1 {(U* + (/Ltv*/a) - wMz + frw/(a*z)3 

- £^zw**/a(a+z)3} (13) 

cf « CS/(1TW2 )] {(v*/a)f /m* - /L«ZK" + [w/(a*z)3 
y 

- £zw**/a(a+z)3} (14) 

^xy “ CB/2(l*tw)3 { v* + C(v' -W* )(z/a)3 + Cu*/(a*z)3 

- Czw'*/(a+z)3} (15) 

When these stress relations are substituted into equations (1) 

and the indicated integrations are performed, the following 
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expressions for the resultant forces and moments are obtained! 

Mg « [Ely^l*#2)] £U*4(A* v*/a) + (ji w/a) - (h2w"/l2a)3 

* CEl/(l<^)3 {C(l - fj)Al|y*(tt*/a)3 * Ch2(l - ^)/24a23v,-w»*)} 

Mx = DVl-*/)J (h
2/l2a) C- u* « fa v*/a) 4 awM 4 (/£ w«*/a)3 

Mjjy « CEV(1«^)3 C(l«#i)li2A2a3 («•• - v*) 

Ny a* Dsi/(l«jt42)3 { (V/a) + > U* + (w/il)Log 

-(w/a)ci-(vii)L0g 

Hpj = O-VU-K )] { Ul-v)/ii £y»-+ (u’A)log 

- E(l^)«-/2] [1 -MOLog 
l-(i/2a)‘ 

l+(t/2a)„ 
1^. ss ($4/ (1-^)3 { (A* w'^/te) • (W* +w) I>-(fi(A)Log -__3) 

My* * CEl/(l^)3 { C(l-j(x)h2/24a3 (w*» -v*) 
l+(V2a) . 

- C(l«^)/23(u* + aw**) [l-(aA)L°g j 

Substitution of these forces and moments into equations (8) 

yields three equilibrium equations in terms of displacements* The 

approximation 

Log = 0/2) 4 (h?/L20?) 

results in the following dimensionless equilibrium equations in 

terms of mid-surface displacements* 

u" 4 (1 4 M/z) vf* 4 A* w* 4 (l - A/2) u« 

4 « C(1 - A/
2) W*"* - Wn* 4 (1 - fi/Z)u** 3 4 X a 0 (16) 

v* 4 (1 4 A/2) li1* 4 (1 - A/2) V” 4 w# 

4 « { C3(l - A*)/23 v" - (3 - A/2) TJ
m*} 4 f = 0 (17) 
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v* + fj, u* + w + «< [w"** + 2 TT"** + «•••• - uMl + (l - fj/2) u1** 

- (3 - fj/2) ?“• + 2 - Z = 0 (18) 

where# u» (1/2) # v = (v/a) f w = (w/a) , x - (a/a) , 

«< = (h2/l2a2) # X- » Ca (1 -ft) 3^/feh], etc. 
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iBSS 

CALCULATIONS OF VALUES 

Test model data necessary for calculating these constants are 

as follows# (See page 7)* 

fM ~ Poisson's ratio for aluminum = 3/3 

h = Average wall thickness « *795 in* 

a * Radius of mid-surface = 2*648 in* 

« a (h2/L2a2) a *007 514 171 

Using this data, the formulas for computing the constants appear¬ 

ing in equation (a), page 7, are as follows# 

Cjn! a .6717140 - (3*978622) m2 

cm2 “ 320.1982. - (5.95l640)m2 + (5*949l66)m4 

cm3 * - (3*30l86l)m2 + (7.265563)m4 
- (3*963702)m® 

®m4 a .9927627 (m4 - 2m® + m®) 
*• 

TABLE I 

m 
Cml cm2  C®3   Cm4 , 

0 .671714 120.19818 0 0 

2 -15.24277 191.57828 -140.72978 142.95783 

4 -62.98624 1,547.9584 -14,378.641 57,183.332 

6 -142.55868 7,616.0583 -175,517.61 1,576,110.1 

8 -253.96009 24,107.077 -1,009,304.3 16,139.367 

1° -397.19049 59,016.694 -3,891,049.7 420,961,628 
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DETERMINATION QF THE EIGEN VALUES. (See page. 7) 

The problem of determining the roots of the equation 

/*8 4 °ml ^ + cm2 + °m3 + °m4 * 
0 

is simplified by making the substitutions £ =d • Finding the roots 

of the resulting quartic equation is still a laborious task, for all 

roots are complex roots. Although there are exact methods available 

for solving a quartic equation, Newton’s method was used 

successfully. 

quite 

Starting with the equation 

A4 + On* *3 + (^2 £^ + « 0 

the higher order terms were neglected, and the remaining quadratic 

equation was solved exactly to obtain a first approximation to the 

tiro lower roots* A correction, e, to this first approximation, ©* 

was found by using the first three terms of a Taylor expansion. 

That is, if the first approximation, ©, differed from the true value 

of the root exactly by e, then 

f(9 + e) = 0 » f(©) + f* (©) e + f" (©) (e2/2) 

or solving for e, 

e * - Cf* (©)/f
H (e)3 + v?f • (©)/f H(e)^ 4 ?C(f(e)/f"(©)J (:' 

In this manner a second approximation was obtained. This process was 

repeated until the correction obtained was negligible for the desired 

accuracy. 

The conjugate of a complex root is also a rootj and therefore 

after one root was determined, tiro roots were known* Using these two 



roots, a quadratic equation was formed and divided into the quartlc 

equation* The quotient was a quadratic equation which was solved 

exactly to yield the other two roots* Thus, since A = + >/it the eight 

eigen values were known* These complex roots are of the form 

Amj = + (a^ + * 

where a^ and are the positive real numbers given in Table IZ 

below* 

TABLE II 

m 3 

1 

2 

v? V 

o 

2*305172 

0 

2-376905 

1 

2 

*7900720 

3*216656 

-5157837 

1.756038 

1 2.745598 

2 5.163566 

.9190910 

1.364872 

4.754028 

7.162957 

1.099169 

1.192148 

8 
1 

2 

6.763899 

9.158548 

1.222240 

1,074899 

10 
1 8.775468 

2 11.148531 

1.323808 

.9751220 
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A^., Bmj0 and 0my (See page 9), 

The throe equations obtained by substituting the solutions for 

C, 7, and 7 into the homogeneous case of the general equilibrium 

equations form a set of homogeneous linear equations in terms of the 

arbitrary constants A^, Bj^, and Cmj. Therefore, any two may be 

expressed in terms of the third* Using the physical constants of 

the test model, (see page 61), and the Amj values of Table IX, Amj 

m4 °»J «”e determined In tons of The resulting relationships 

are given in: Table III where 

mj + * S mj) Bmj cmj “ + * ®mj 

It should be noted that for the special case when m = 0 and A is 
*•» 

finite that 
4 

B„j = 0 ana C„ = <f0 + 1 g0). A0 . 
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m 3 : !^fm j ®m3 

0 1 4.837647 -8.263195 

o 
1 -1.876210 .2104270 -.1927561 .504336 

£ 
2 .1057700 -2.478040 .4669452 ,0846400 

4 
1 -1.846661 1.429500 .5281965 1.089458 

2 .2115650 -1.444803 .6004636 .2008830 

£ 
1 ••8269822 1.523518 1.072709 .7856821 

V 

2 .2098713 -1.070736 .6878951 .2130300 

8 
lj -.3471140 1.200659 1.177858 .5044990 

*2203064 1 • cx>
 

to
 

4
*
 

.7427122 .2074818 

1 5 -.1403023 .935289 1.175488 .3464232 
10 

2 .2481963 -.728991 
i 

.7760106 .1979879 
) 

DEVELOPMENT CF BOUNDARY CONDITION EQUATIONS (See page 12). 

Referring to Fig* Blt let s, t, and x Be a.'.fixed coordinate 

system in space with its origin placed at point 0. Consider first 
• - . 

the displacement in ana 1. As previously defined v(x,^)# 

and w(x,$p) are displacement; components of a point in the x, y, and 

z directions respectively* Let J»f> and J be displacement com¬ 

ponents in the s, t, and x directions respectively. The formulas 

for ^ t f 9 and j $ in terms of uf vt and w are* 

J = / (x,0 « u(x,f) 

f - f (x,^) - v(x,$P) cos f - v(x,^>) sin^ 

J = J: (x,^>) » w(x,$p) sin f + vfetf) cos ^ 
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Consider new the. displacements in arm 2. Let u(x*, f*)$ v(x*,jP*), 

and w(x*, ?*) he the displacement components of a point in the x*, 

y**' and z* directions, respectively* Let f*t ^*9 and#^ he the 

displacement components in the s, t, and x directions respectively* 

The formulas for f *, If* , and j* in terms of u, v, and vt are* 

, fm COS ?* - v(x*/i Sin ** 

f * f<x*^*u(x^*) 

J~*~ fu%f) *= • w (x*/) sin v(x*, cos 

The first three houndary conditions are that ^ = ^ 

and j* along the intersection line of arm 1 and arm 2* From the 

geometry of the boundary the following limits are placed on x and f« 

*nA&f£0 i.e. O^^TT/2 

C^x^a 0 i 

Also note that x •» t and X “ x along the intersection line* 

Take as the final independent variable, and therefore, 

x =* t - x - a cos f 9 and f = f 

Writing the three boundary condition equations in terms of u, v, and 

w, making the above substitutions, and dividing each by a leads to 

the two following dimensionless equations* 

■ v {ft cps^l) coaf:;+ V {ft oosf) a±af~ 0 

H (ft oosf)-+-T ( ft ooaf) sin f cos f) cos f g'O 

Only two equations result instead of three indicating that one of 

the three boundary conditions is identically satisfied* 

A third boundary condition is obtained by assuming that the 

angle formed by the tangent planes to the surface of arms 1 and 2 at 
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any given point of their intersection line is unchanged when the 

surfaces are deflected* Consider first the components of a general 

vector in the deflected surface of arm 1* Let the coordinate of 

points in the deflected surface of arm 1 be p, q, and r in the a, t, 
and x directional respectively* 

p =* p(x,^) a - a ain^ 4- w(x,^) sin^ + v(x,^) cos^ 

q a q(x,jp) a a cos f 4- w(x,^) cos <? - v(x,{P) sin^ 

r ss r(x,f) a X 4* u(x,^)* 

dp, dq, and dr are components of an infinitesimal vector, in the plane 

tangent to the surface, produced by a change of d <P and dx in the 

parameters f and x, and therefore | 

dp a p*d^ + p*dx | dq a q*d^ + q*dx , 

and dr = r*djP + r*dx • 

Let A, B, and C be components of a vector normal to the surface 

in the s, t, and xdirections, respectively* Since a normal vector 

is perpendicular to any tangent vector, for any &<p and dx 

A dp + B dq + C dr ~ 0 * 

First let d f =* 0 and then dx - 0 and therefore 

A p* + Bq* + Or* - 0 , ; and A p* + Bq* + Cr» = 0 

which fixes the direction of the normal* . 

Consider now the components of a general vector in the deflected 

surface of arm 2* Let p*, q*, and r * be the coordinate of a point 

in the deflected surface of arm 2 in the s, t, and x directions, 

respectively* 
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Then 

p* » p*(x%^*) a* • a sin <p* - w(x*,^*) sin f* - v{x*$4>*) cos <P* 

q* =* = x*+ u(x*0^*) 

r* «j . r*(x* = a cos f* + w(x*0 f) cos f* - v sin 

The sane considerations used for arm 1 lead to 

»A*p*V+B* 'q** +Q*v*' ==i:0' 

- A* p** + B* q** + C*r** s 0 . 

which fixes the direction of the normal to the surface of arm 2 at 

the intersection of the two arms* 

From the assumed physical condition 

* ^ * B B* C C* 
AA + BB + CC = 0 * or 1 + — + — ** o . 

A A A A* 

Determining the above ratios from equations leads to the following 

simplified equations . .vi 

2(p*2 .«* r^q1.) (r’p* <• r*p#) (q*p* • q*P*) + r,2(q*p* » q»p*)2 

+ q'Vp* • r’p')2 =* co • 
‘ ,y\ 

Keeping only second order terms and writing this equation in terms 

of n %<py9 v(x,^), and \j(x,^) results in the following -k;plified 

dimensionless boundary condition equations 

t (x,?)] Binf + £v* (x,^)3 cos^ s 0 
(5<=COB^) (S»cos^) 

for*v/Z £ <£ 0 
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APPENDIX C 

PREPARING THE SURFACE AND APPLYING THE GAGES 

An outline of the procedure used for preparing the surface and 

applying the gages follows* 

a* Clean the surface and locate gage points. 

1* Remove the brittle lacquer from two arms* 

2, Smooth cast surface with file and emery cloth where 

necessary* 

3* Scribe position (location and angle) of gages on 

surface* 

4* Remove scribe lines with fine emery cloth from 

surface*area that gages actually cover* 

5* Glean with acetone* 

6. Clean with 5 per cent sodium hydrood.de solution to 

remove any oxide film still present* 

7* Remove sodium hydroxide solution with water* 

8, Clean thoroughly with acetone* 

b* Cement the strain gages to surface* 

1. Apply thin precoat of Ducco cement with a brush over 

an area slightly larger than the strain gages* 

2* Allow the precoat to dry at least 15 minutes. 

3* Apply a thin coat of cement to the underside of 

the gage with a brush, and place the gage in 

position on top of cement precoat* 
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4. Piece a small piece of filter paper over the gage end 

remove any excess cement from under the gage by roll* 

ing a soft pencil eraser over the paper*^ 

c* Drying schedule* 

‘.y 1* 2$ hours at room temperature (80 to 85°F)* 

2« 24 hours with heat lamp at 130 to 140°P* 

3* 8 hours with heat lamp at 1?0 to l85°F» 

Prior to the last drying period the leads were soldered and 

taped down so that immediately after the last drying period* while 

the model was still hot* several coats of “Ceresln" wax wore applied 

to tho gages and load ends to seal out moisture* 

ro&iiswuss SENSITIVITY COSBECTIGNS. 
$ The following formulas wore used to calculate the true prin¬ 

cipal strains at 2*000 pal from the mean apparent principal strains* 

ex » (1 - <&) (eal - Kea2)/(1 - K2) 

o2 « (1 -1&) (o^ *Xeal)/(l-S
2) • 

and eg are" tho true principal strains, and e^ are the mean 

apparent principal strains* p is Poisson* s ratio* and K is the co¬ 

efficient of transverse sensitivity of tho gage. 

The following is a sample calculation using the above formulas* 

OQ2 » 842 iVin , Oq2 ~ 677 i»/in 

M = 3/3 for aluminum 

K =s - 1 per cent for A-7 gages ( -2 per cent for A«|| gagos)^ \\ 

A Note that* since the gages were small and weighting the gage 
was not convenient* the gages wore not weighted* 

AA See page 174 of referenced* 
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01“ Cl - (3/3)(- .01)3 C852 - (*• .01)(677)Hl * (- .01)23 « 851 in/in 

e2 - Cl - (3/3)(- .01)3 C677 - (~ .01)(842)Hl - (- .01)23 - 687 ii/in 

For those points at which a three-gag© 45® rosette was used, the 

following formulas^ were used for calculating the principal strains 

and the principal strain directions* 

A - 1/2(0QI+ &Q^) 

B* .■.» J (e^ >* A)2 + (e^ • A)2 

B * iJ-JS B* 
1 - K 

emax« “ A + B * ®min* s A - B 

tan 2 e^. a (ea2 - Aj/te^ - A) 

where efli t and ea3 are the apparent strains in directions which are 

90° apart, «<£ is the angle measured counter-clockwise from the emqy 

direction to the e»i direction, and E is the coefficient of transverse 

sensitivity* 

CALCULATION (F PRINCIPAL STRESSES. 

The principal stresses were calculated from the usual stress- 

strain relations, 

85 CE/tW^ )3 Cej^ + /ue23 , and 

^2 = CB/(1*^)3 Ce2 +^3 . 

A See page 412 of reference 6* 
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